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Elite 5220, Elite 5216, Elite 5120

Elite Series of Sit-Stand Workstations

ELITE 5220
Industry-leading reach of up to 74” (188 cm)
•	 ERGONOMIC.	Provides	effortless	movement	and	is	fully	

adjustable at each joint for maximum ergonomic comfort. 
Rotates 180° at the wall mount.

•	 HYGIENIC.	Durable,	easy-to-clean	finish	withstands	harsh	
chemicals. Built with smooth aircraft-grade aluminum that 
doesn’t allow microorganisms to hide. Concealed cables 
allow for thorough disinfection.

•	 VERSATILE. Suitable for a monitor only, monitor and 
keyboard, and other devices. Can be mounted on a desk, 
pole, wall or wall track. 

•	 POPULAR in healthcare environments and manufacturing/
industrial settings where long reach is needed. 

Monitor, keyboard and mouse not included.

ELITE 5216
Compact. Ergonomic. Hygienic. Versatile.
•	 COMPACT. Ideal for space-constrained areas. Extends 

a monitor and keyboard up to 69" (175 cm), then stows 
compactly against the wall.

•	 ERGONOMIC.	Provides	effortless	movement	and	is	fully	
adjustable at each joint for maximum ergonomic comfort. 
Rotates 180° at the wall mount.

•	 HYGIENIC. Full cable management allows for thorough 
disinfection, protects wires, and creates a neater appearance.

•	 VERSATILE. Excels in a wide variety of applications. Can be 
mounted on a desk, pole, wall or wall track.

Monitor, keyboard and mouse not included.



Elite 5220, Elite 5216, Elite 5120

Industry-leading REACH and AdjusTAbILITy

ELP5220-WT-KUB-DR22 with Paralink monitor mount 
and Flip-up Keyboard Tray. Shown with AGNeovo
medical grade monitor.

ElitE 5220

Specifications—Elite 5220

load capacity 28 lbs (12.7 kg) Monitor only 
22 lbs (9.9 kg) Monitor and keyboard

Vertical adjust range 42” (107 cm)
Maximum reach 53” (135 cm) Monitor only 

68" (173 cm) Monitor and Flip Up Tray
74" (188 cm) Monitor and Keyboard Ultra Slide

Stowed depth 11” (28 cm) with Flip Up Tray
Horizontal rotation 180° at wall mount; 360° at pole

270°	at	first	and	articulation	points
Monitor tilt 50°
Monitor pan left to 
right

270°

Monitor rotation Landscape to portrait position

VESA interface 75 mm and 100 mm
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swivel
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protect mounting 

surface
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at wall

Flip up 
keyboard 

tray

Built-in  
poly wrist 

rest Mouse tray 
pulls out  

on both sides
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assisted  

for effortless  
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6-way 
monitor tilt, 
rotate and 

pivot

6" (15.2 cm)
of monitor height 

adjustment

Elite 5220 reaches 
68” (173 cm) with Flip Up Tray

NEW Elite 5216 reaches 
58” (147 cm) with Flip Up Tray

ELP5220-WT-KUB-WB in ICU with Paralink monitor mount and Flip-
up Keyboard Tray. 

(left) ELP5220LT-MW 
Elite 5220 with a laptop tray. 

(center) ELP5220-WT-KUS-MW 
Elite 5220 configured with 
Paralink monitor mount and 
Keyboard Ultra Slide. 

(right) ELP5220-WT-KUB-MW 
Elite 5220 configured with  
Paralink monitor mount and 
Flip-up Keyboard Tray.

The Elite 5220 and 5216 have identical  
range of motion. 
The Elite 5220 provides 10" (25.4 cm) more horizontal 
reach and 12" (30.5 cm) additional vertical movement.

10”
(25.4 cm)



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

ElitE 5216

ElitE 5120

True sit-stand workstation

ELP5216-WT-KUB with Paralink monitor mount and 
Flip-up Keyboard Tray. 

ELP5120-WT-KUB with Paralink monitor mount and 
Flip-up Keyboard Tray. 

Specifications—Elite 5120

load capacity 28 lbs (12.7 kg) Monitor only 
22 lbs (9.9 kg) Monitor and keyboard

Vertical adjust range 21” (53.3 cm)
Maximum reach 33.6” (85.3 cm) Monitor only 

43.75" (111 cm) Monitor and Flip Up Tray
74" (188 cm) Monitor and Keyboard Ultra Slide

Stowed depth 11” (28 cm) with Flip Up Tray
Horizontal rotation 180° at wall mount; 360° at pole

270°	at	first	and	articulation	points
Monitor tilt 50°
Monitor pan left to 
right

270°

Monitor rotation Landscape to portrait position

VESA interface 75 mm and 100 mm

Rotation stops 
protect mounting 

surface

180° arm swivel 
at wall

Specifications—Elite 5216

load capacity 28 lbs (12.7 kg) Monitor only 
22 lbs (9.9 kg) Monitor and keyboard

Vertical adjust range 30” (76 cm)
Maximum reach 43” (109 cm) Monitor only 

58" (147 cm) Monitor and Flip Up Tray
64" (162.6 cm) Monitor and Keyboard Ultra Slide
69" (175 cm) Monitor and WorkSurface

Stowed depth 11” (28 cm) with Flip Up Tray
Horizontal rotation 180° at wall mount; 360° at pole

270°	at	first	and	articulation	points
Monitor tilt 50°
Monitor pan left to 
right

270°

Monitor rotation Landscape to portrait position

VESA interface 75 mm and 100 mm

270°  
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270°  
arm 
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Flip up 
keyboard 
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Built-in  
poly wrist 

rest

Mouse tray 
pulls out  

on both sides
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assisted  
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6" (15.2 cm)
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adjustment

ELP5216-WT-KUW-MW in pediatrics with Paralink monitor mount 
and WorkSurface Tray. 

ElP5216-Wt-KUW-MW
Elite 5216 with WorkSurface Tray 

ElQ5120-P2-MW
Elite 5120 pole 
mount with monitor

ElP5216-Wt-KUS-MW
Elite 5216 with Keyboard Ultra Slide 



Medical 
White

Putty Tan Quartz 
Gray

Writable 
Black
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Available in these 5 
standard colors and 
9 custom colors.

iCWUSA.com, inc.
1487 Kingsley Drive
Medford, OR 97504
800-558-4435

Mounting Options: Wall and Wall Track, Desk and Pole
for computer, monitor, or laptop

Visit our website www.icwusa.com

Elite 5220, Elite 5216, Elite 5120

ElQ5220-Dt-MW
desk mount. Elite 5220 with 
Flip Up Keyboard Tray.

FLIP UP KEYBOARD TRAY DIMENSIONS

tray width left to right 19" (48 cm)

tray depth back to front 9.5" (24 cm)

Mouse tray extension 9.75" (24.7 cm)

Mouse tray depth 7.25" (18.4 cm)

Stowed depth 10" (25.4 cm)

WORKSURFACE TRAY DIMENSIONS

tray width left to right 20.75" (52.7 cm)

tray depth back to front 10.5" (26.7 cm)

tray depth with 
keyboard tray extended

20" (50.8 cm)

tray height 2.125" (5.4 cm)

Stowed depth 10" (25.4 cm)

KEYBOARD ULTRA SLIDE DIMENSIONS

tray width left to right 20.5" (52 cm)

tray depth back to front 10" (25.4 cm)

tray depth with 
keyboard tray extended

16.5 (42 cm) 

Mouse tray extension 9.75" (24.7 cm)

Mouse tray depth 7.25" (18.4 cm)

Stowed depth 10" (25.4 cm)

LAPTOP TRAY DIMENSIONS

tray width left to right 16.375" (41.6 cm)

tray depth back to front 13.75" (35 cm)

Keyboard Options 
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ElP5220lt-Wt-MW
Wall mount. Elite 5220 
with  Laptop Tray. 

ElQ5280-Wt-WB
Monitor mount. Elite 5220 
wall mount with QuickLink 
for monitor. Has under-
monitor handle.

ElP5220-Pt2-KUP-MW
Pole mount. Elite 
5220 with poly Flip Up 
Keyboard Tray.  

Available Options

NEW Keyboard ultra 
slide
ElP5220-Wt-KUS-MW 

• Provides worksurface for 
charting, scanning, holding 
meds

• Flips up and stows under 
monitor

• Mouse tray pulls out on 
both left and right sides

• Accommodates most 
standard keyboards

Flip up 
keyboard 

tray

Flip up 
worksurface

Built-in  
wrist rest

Behind-the-keyboard scanner mount.Behind-the-monitor Scanner mount.  
Behind-the-monitor Mini-PC mount.

Service Tray holds meds, small objects. 
Tray flips up, stows beneath monitor. 

90°

Keyboard trays have 
positive, negative, 

and neutral tilt


